Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Aspect sentiment classification, with its inherent challenges and wide applications, has been an important task in natural language processing (NLP) and draws wide attention both by industry and academia. Aspect sentiment classification aims to identify the sentiment polarity of targets (positive, neutral, negative) that appear in a given sentence. For example, the second sentence in Figs. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, the sentiment polarity of the target *"menu"* should be identified as negative while it would be positive polarity for *"dishes"*. Therefor, a critical demand is to extract valuable information and precisely recognize sentiment polarity in aspect level sentiment classification.

The existing methods dealing with aspect sentiment classification can be classified into two categories: feature-based methods, such as support vector machine \[[@CR5]\], are labor-intensive and highly depend on the quality of features. Neural-network-based methods, such as Target-Dependent LSTM (TD-LSTM) and Target-Connection LSTM (TC-LSTM) \[[@CR13]\], can learn features without feature engineering and have been widely used in the fields of NLP. However, these neural-network-based methods cannot effectively identify the importance of words in a sentence. Consequently, the attention mechanism is introduced to promote the neural-network-based methods. The attention mechanism is used to help the model to pay more attention to essential words in a sentence. For example, AE-LSTM \[[@CR17]\], ATAE-LSTM \[[@CR17]\] and IAN \[[@CR7]\] are all designed with attention networks to improve their model for aspect sentiment classification.Fig. 1.Examples for aspect-level sentiment classification

These existing methods only considered local information about the target. On the other hand, this paper argues that global information plays an important role in aspect sentiment classification. For instance, considering the first sentence in the Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, words near the target usually get more attention in previous methods, but the sentiment polarity of aspect *"sandwiches"* is determined by opinion words *"pretty good"* which are far away from the aspect and get little attention. Therefore, for the sake of approving the accuracy of the model, global information should be considered in the model.

LGAJM, proposed by the present study, consists of a word representation module, multi-attention module, BiGRU-based gating module, and CNN classifier module and aims at tracking the aforementioned problems. In LGAJM, the word representation module generates different representations of individual sentence words by the target. The multi-attention module contains two attention networks: local attention network and global attention network. These two attention networks can capture not only local information about the aspect but also global information about the sentence, thereby improving classification performance. The BiGRU-based gating module is used to weight the importance of two outputs of the multi-attention module and combine them. The CNN classifier is used to extract n-gram features of the sentence and make sentiment polarity prediction. Experimental results and comparisons on benchmark SemEval2014 datasets have shown the superior performance of the proposed method.

The contribution of this paper can be summarized as follows:LGAJM employs the local attention network to model semantic information and position relevance to extract local relevant information. LGAJM also utilizes the global attention network to model the interaction of sentence words and obtain global contextual information.The study propose a BiGRU-based gating mechanism that effectively combines the local attention network and global attention network.Experimental results on two benchmark datasets illustrate that the proposed model significantly outperforms the comparative baselines.

Related Work {#Sec2}
============

Conventional methods for aspect sentiment classification are rule-based methods and statistic-based methods. Statistic-based methods, such as SVM \[[@CR5]\] and MaxEnt-LDA \[[@CR19]\], build features between the target and sentence, and then predict the sentiment polarity of target. However, statistic-based methods are highly dependent on the quality of feature engineering work and laborious job.

Recently studies on neural-network-based methods can automatically encode original features as continuous and low-dimensional vectors without feature engineering. Some LSTM-based methods, such as TD-LSTM \[[@CR13]\] and TC-LSTM \[[@CR13]\] make prediction based on the relationship between sentence and aspect. However, these models ignore which words are more important in a sentence.

The Attention mechanism is taken advantage of assigning different weights to words of different importance in sentences. For example, AE-LSTM and ATAE-LSTM \[[@CR17]\] calculate the attention weights with a standard attention mechanism. However, these methods ignore the position information. EAM \[[@CR4]\] and PBAN \[[@CR3]\] fist use the position information in their model. Position information is used to select keywords and ignore other unimportant words in EAM \[[@CR4]\]. In PBAN \[[@CR3]\] position information is used to combine position embedding with word embedding as the inputs. But when position information makes a significant influence in a model, global information is hardly considered in the same model.Fig. 2.Architecture of our model.

In an effective attention mechanism, both local position information and global information should require more attention. Multi-head attention \[[@CR15]\] has been recognized as an effective mechanism to advance the existing attention functions \[[@CR6], [@CR8], [@CR9]\] and showed its effect on many tasks such as  \[[@CR12], [@CR16]\]. It can catch global information by carrying different features of the target and sentence in different subspaces.

Model Description {#Sec3}
=================

This section gives a brief description of the architecture of the model in this paper. Our model consists of four modules: a word representation module, mutli-attention module, BiGRU-based gating module and CNN classifier module, as shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Given a sentence $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Word Representation Module {#Sec4}
--------------------------

To get high dimensional embedding with abundant information for each word, we employ the pre-trained word vector GloVe \[[@CR10]\] to map each word. Define $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As targets may have different effects on the final representations of the words in sentence, a sentence should be represented differently based on aspect words. Firstly, a vector $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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BLSTM models the context dependency with the forward LSTM and the backward LSTM. BLSTM has been widely adopted to NLP tasks \[[@CR2]\]. The forward LSTM handles the sentence from left to right, and the backward LSTM handles it from right to left. By BLSTM, model can obtain the bidirectional hidden state of each word. However, to simplify our model, we choose bidirectional GRU which is similar to BLSTM but has fewer parameters and lower computational complexity. LGAJM employs a BiGRU to accumulate the context information for each word of the input sentence.
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Then the other representation containing the future information $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Attention Module {#Sec5}
----------------

We have got the contextual representation of each word in sentence. In this section, we employ two attention networks. One is position-based local attention network to capture the local information of target. The other is the self-attention-based global attention network to obtain the global contextual information and model the word interaction of the whole sentence.

**Local Attention Network:** In terms of the local information of target, there is no doubt that semantic relationship between the words of sentence and target is a meaningful information. The most relevant opinion words of target are found to be near the target by surveying the datasets. So our model adapts the position-based local attention mechanism to capture semantic information and position relevance. In this attention network, the attention weight is obtained based on the local position information and the semantic relationship between sentence and target.
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**Global Attention Network:** When target relevant opinion words distribute in a long sentence, previous attention mechanism based on local information can't perform well. However, the self-attention mechanism allows the model to jointly attend to information from different representation subspaces at different positions and has been proven its effectiveness in the field of machine translation \[[@CR9]\]. Therefore the self-attention is utilized to obtain a new representation of the whole sentence, so that our model is capable to extract the global context information from the sentence.

The original self-attention network adds position information into word embeddings which changes the original representation. Expanded dimension of word representation with position embedding is aimed at fitting this task. The original word representation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$W_j^V$$\end{document}$ are trainable parameters and *j* represents the word representation at the *jth* semantic subspace.
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                \begin{document}$$m_i^g$$\end{document}$ is the final representation of word in global attention network.

BiGRU-Based Gating Mechanism {#Sec6}
----------------------------

As attention module has two outputs, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(m_1^g,m_2^g,m_3^g,...,m_n^g)$$\end{document}$ are the output of multi-head attention network related to the global information. To effectively combining these outputs, we introduce the gating mechanism. The gating mechanism has proven to be useful for the RNN, and it is used to control the information flowing in a network. Gating mechanism is expected to learn an appropriate weight of two outputs in the process of model training and combine two outputs to the final word representation. As the importance of word global and local representation is related to the contextual information, the final weight is expected to determined based on it. So we make that the representation of the *ith* word cross the BiGRU network to obtain the weight of the output of local attention module and global attention module.
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So the weight of the *ith* output of local attention is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} m_i=f_i*m_i^l+(1-f_i)*m_i^g \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$

CNN Layer {#Sec7}
---------

CNN is introduced to extract n-gram features of sentence. To produce multiple features for CNN, the convolutional layer and the max-pooling layer capture the most crucial features:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$b_{conv}$$\end{document}$ are parameters of the convolutional kernel and *z* is the final representation of the sentence with the target.

Finally, *z* is fed into a softmax layer to predict sentiment polarity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$y_i$$\end{document}$ is the predicting polarity of the target.

So the training object is minimizing cross-entropy function:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$pol_i$$\end{document}$ is the real sentiment polarity of target.

Experiments {#Sec8}
===========

Experimental Setting {#Sec9}
--------------------

**Dataset Settings:** Experiments are conducted on two datasets: Restaurant and Laptop from SemEval2014 task4 \[[@CR11]\]. These datasets contain lots of user reviews and each review associated with a list of opinion targets and corresponding sentiment polarities. After preprocessing, statistics of the final datasets are given in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.

**Hyper-parameters:** 20% of the training data is selected randomly as the development set to tune hyperparameters. The network is trained for 200 epochs and select the best model according to the performance on the development set. The final hyperparameters are selected when they produce the highest accuracies on the development set. All word embedding are initialized by the pre-trained Glove and the dimension of the word embedding and target embedding are set to 300. The dimension of the BiGRU hidden vectors is 100. The convolutional kernel size is 3. The weight matrices and bias are given the initial value by sampling from the uniform distribution $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\bigcup (0.01, 0.01)$$\end{document}$. Dropout is applied on the input word embeddings for purpose of avoiding overfitting. Adam with learning rate set to 0.0005 is used for optimizing the models.Table 1.Statistic results of Laptop and Restaurant.SetTotalPositiveNegativeNeutralLaptopTrain2328994870464Test638341128169RestaurantTrain36082164807637Test1120728196196

Compared Methods {#Sec10}
----------------

To evaluate the effectiveness of our method, LGAJM is compared with the following methods:**SVM:** SVM is a traditional support vector machine based model with extensive feature engineering \[[@CR5]\].**TD-LSTM:** TD-LSTM uses two LSTMs to model the left and right contexts of the target separately, then predicts the sentiment polarity of target based on concatenated context representations \[[@CR13]\].**ATAE-LSTM:** ATAE-LSTM learns attention embeddings and combines them with the LSTM hidden states to predict the sentiment polarity of target \[[@CR18]\].**MemNet:** MemNet employs multiple attention layers over the word embeddings and bases on the output of the last layer predicting the sentiment polarity of target. And it introduces the position information \[[@CR14]\].**IAN:** IAN adapts two LSTMs to model context and target separately, then interactively get the final representation of context and aspect \[[@CR7]\].**RAM:** RAM employs multi-hop attention on the hidden states of a positon-weighted bidirectional LSTM to extract the relevant information of target, and nonlinearly combine the result from memory with a GRU \[[@CR1]\].**PBAN:** PBAN incorporates position embedding and word embedding, then use bidirectional attention mechanism between target and sentence to get the final representation of context and target \[[@CR3]\].

To investigate the effectiveness of our model, the variants of the LGAJM model are listed as follows: Local attention+CNN(LAM), Global attention+CNN(GAM). The previous two models are set to verify the effectiveness of two attention mechanisms and prove that two attention mechanisms complement each other well. These two models make up our ablation experiments.

Result Analysis {#Sec11}
---------------

Table 2.Average accuracies and Macro-F1 scores over 5 runs with random initializations. The best results are in bold. The marker $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p < 0.05$$\end{document}$ based on one-tailed unpaired t-test.ModelsLAPTOPRESTAcc.Macro-F1Acc.Macro-F1BaselinesSVM \[[@CR5]\]70.49NA80.16NAATAE-LSTM \[[@CR18]\]68.70NA77.20NAMemNet \[[@CR14]\]72.21NA80.95NAIAN \[[@CR7]\]72.10NA78.60NAPBAN \[[@CR3]\]74.12NA81.16NATD-LSTM \[[@CR13]\]71.8368.4378.0066.73RAM \[[@CR1]\]74.49$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The accuracy and Macro-F1 of our proposed model is evaluated and compare with others basic model on Laptop and Restaurant datasets. As shown by the result in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, the final reported numbers are obtained as the best value over 5 runs with random initialization. We can get the following observations: LGAJM achieves the best performance among all methods on both accuracy and macro-F1 for all datasets. This proves the effectiveness of our method.LAM performs better than SVM, IAN, TD-LSTM, and ATAE-LSTM which not follow position information on both Laptop and Restaurant datasets, which suggests the effectiveness of local position information. GAM also outperforms than SVM, IAN, TD-LSTM, MemNet and ATAE-LSTM on Laptop datasets and outperforms than IAN, TD-LSTM, and ATAE-LSTM on Restaurant datasets, which verifies global information can help final prediction. The reason for LAM outperforming than GAM is that more related opinion words of target are near the target words. So usually local position information can play a better role.In conclusion, LGAJM performs best on all evaluating indicators and all datasets because LGAJM concentrates on not only local position information but also global information. Two attention networks outputs are combined by BiGRU-based gating mechanism which shows local information and global information is complemented and BiGRU-based gating can combine these effectively. Fig. 3.LAM ablation model's attention distribution Fig. 4.GAM ablation model's target word attention distribution

**Analysis of Local Attention.** The relevant opinion words of target are usually found near the target. The proposed model thus introduces position information to model a position-based attention network that can pay more attention to the adjacency words of the target. As shown in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, experimental results show that the LAM model usually performs better than base methods. To further illustrate the contribution of the local attention mechanism, some sentences are picked from the datasets tested by the ablated model LAM. Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates the different distribution of attention. For the sentence in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the target wordw are *"menu"* and *"dishes"* and the opinion words are *"limited"* and *"excellent"*. These opinion words all near the target. The local attention network can precisely assign a significantly higher weight to the real opinion word *"limited"* and *"excellent"* than to other words separately. Experimental results show the advantage of the local position especially when there is a short distance between opinion words and target words.

**Analysis of Global Attention.** The global attention mechanism is required to capture the global information, especially when the relevant opinion words of the target are distributed in a long sentence. Similarly to previous experiments, the ablation experiments are also set up and examples are picked to check the effectiveness of the global attention mechanism. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the difference. There is a long-distance between the opinion word *"good"* and target words, and as expected, the ablated model LAM assigns low weight to the related opinion word *"good"*. However, the ablated model GAM assigns obviously higher weight to the word *"good"*. Experimental results show the ability of self-attention to capture global information as well as the effectiveness of global information.

**Analysis of Gating Mechanism.** In the proposed model, the gating mechanism is chosen to control information flow in the model and combine the two outputs of the attention module to ensure that the model considers both local and global information. When the LAM model assigns low weight to the opinion word *"good"* and GAM model assigns higher weight, the gating mechanism resets high weight to the output of GAM. The existing model can thus make the correct prediction. Results show that two attention mechanisms are complementary and the BiGRU-based-gating mechanism demonstrates its strengths.

Conclusion {#Sec12}
==========

This paper verified the importance of local position information and global context information. In order to ensure that the proposed attention network focuses on relevant words of the target no matter if they are near or far away from the aspect, the study presents a novel model that contains a local attention mechanism and a global attention mechanism. Besides, a BiGRU-based gating mechanism is come up with for learning the weight of these two attention networks' outputs and it adjusts the word representations based on context information of sentence words. The final representation of each word in sentence incorporating the global information and local information is obtained. CNN is used to extract local n-gram features for sentiment classification. Experimental results on two datasets of SemEval 2014 prove the high effectiveness of the proposed model.
